For microphone isolation in any recording environment, the patented Auralex® MudGuard™ v2 uses a new, proprietary convex design which diverts internal shell reflections, offering unsurpassed performance among all microphone shields.

- Convex Technology Redirects Internal Sound Energy Away from the Microphone
- Solid Shell Reduces External Noise While Filtering Unwanted Overtones
- Minimizes Excessive Room Ambiance and Off-Axis Sound
- Uses Auralex® Studiofoam® for Maximum Absorption Performance
- Mounts Easily to Most Microphone Stands

MudGuard™ v2 Product Specifications:

| Dimensions | 16” Wide x 10” Deep x 14” Tall |

The Benefits of Convex Technology:

- **Convex, Solid Shell**
  - Directs Acoustic Energy within the Mic Shield away from the Microphone
  - Blocks Acoustic Energy from Room

- **Concave, Solid Shell**
  - Focuses Acoustic Energy within the Mic Shield to the Microphone
  - Blocks Acoustic Energy from Room

- **Concave, Perforated Shell**
  - Allows Acoustic Energy within the Mic Shield to Leave
  - Allows Acoustic Energy from Room to Reach the Microphone
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